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Growth kinetics and theoretical modeling of selective molecular beam
epitaxy for growth of GaAs nanowires on nonplanar „001… and „111…B
substrates
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Research Center for Integrated Quantum Electronics (RCIQE) and Graduate School Information Science
and Technology, Hokkaido University, North 13, West 8, Kita-ku, Sapporo 060-8628, Japan

�Received 23 January 2005; accepted 28 April 2005; published 25 July 2005�

The growth kinetics involved in the selective molecular beam epitaxy growth of GaAs quantum
wires �QWRs� on mesa-patterned substrates is investigated in detail experimentally, and an attempt
is made to model the growth theoretically, using a phenomenological continuum model.
Experimentally, ��110�-oriented QWRs were grown on �001� and �113�A substrates, and
��1�12�-oriented QWRs were grown on �111�B substrates. From a detailed investigation of the
growth profiles, it was found that the lateral wire width is determined by facet boundaries �FBs�
within AlGaAs layers separating growth regions on top facets from those on side facets of mesa
structures. Evolution of FBs during growth was complicated. For computer simulation, measured
growth rates of various facets were fitted into a theoretical formula to determine the dependence of
a lifetime of adatoms on the slope angle of the growing surface. The continuum model using the
slope angle dependent lifetime reproduced the details of the experimentally observed growth
profiles very well for growth on �001�, �113�A, and �111�B substrates, including the complex
evolution of facet boundaries © 2005 American Vacuum Society. �DOI: 10.1116/1.1949222�

I. INTRODUCTION

Selective growth of III-V semiconductors on prepatterned
substrates either by molecular beam epitaxy �MBE� or by
metal organic vapor phase epitaxy is one of the most prom-
ising techniques for formation of position- and size-
controlled arrays of quantum wires �QWRs� and quantum
dots.1–4 Recently, we have reported successful selective
MBE growth of InP-based5–7 and GaAs-based8–10 QWRs.
They included ��110�-oriented QWRs on �001� substrates
and ��1�12�-oriented wires on �111�B substrates. The mini-
mum wire width was below 10 nm �Ref. 6� and the maxi-
mum amount of blueshift of the photoluminescence �PL�
peak energy due to quantum confinement was 440 meV,6

including a significant contribution from lateral confinement.
Typical full width at half maximum values of the PL emis-
sion peaks from QWRs have been very narrow being below
30 meV for QWR arrays where the photoexited areas typi-
cally included more than 100 QWRs with wire lengths over
100 µm, indicating that the cross sections of wires is highly
uniform along their main axis. Direct observation by spa-
tially resolved cathodoluminescence images also indicated
uniformity of QWRs.5,9 Thus, these promising results indi-
cate that such QWRs may become building blocks for future
high density quantum nanoelectronics and nanophotonics.

For such purposes, precise control of wire cross section
and feature sizes in nanometer scale is obviously very impor-
tant. However, growth on nonplanar substrates usually in-
volves various high-index facets simultaneously and this

complicates growth kinetics.11 Thus, a quantitative modeling
of the growth based on proper understanding of the underly-
ing growth mechanism is a key issue.

Up to now, a large number of efforts on numerical mod-
eling of the crystal growth on nonplanar substrates have been
reported, using atomistic models12,13 and continuum
models.14–19 In particular, use of diffusion equations under
the continuum approximation with phenomenological macro-
scopic parameters such as diffusion constants, migration
length, and incorporation rates has shown a considerable suc-
cess, qualitatively reproducing on computer experimentally
observed evolution of complex growth profiles of micron-
meter sized structures.14,15 However, since the previous
works emphasized mathematical aspects of modeling, com-
parison with experiments were rather poor and incomplete,
and it is not clear how accurately a modeling based on the
continuum approach can reproduce the experimentally ob-
served evolution of cross-sectional features of nanometer-
sized quantum structures. Especially, to establish a modeling
method widely applicable to growth on any kind of crystal-
line facets, a systematic investigation of the growth behavior
is necessary both experimentally and theoretically.

The purpose of this article is to experimentally investigate
and theoretically model the evolution of cross-sectional fea-
tures of GaAs nanowires during their growth by selective
MBE on prepatterned nonplanar �001� and �111�B GaAs sub-
strates. For this purpose, detailed basic growth experiments
were carried out on mesa-patterned substrates of �001�,
�113�A, and �111�B orientations. Then, a phenomenological
modeling based on the continuum approximation was at-
tempted. Particular attention was paid on the dependence of
the adatom lifetime on the slope angle of the growing sur-
face. Computer simulation based on the resultant lifetime
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behavior successfully reproduced the experimental1y ob-
served growth features, indicating that the wire cross sec-
tions are kinetically controlled by growth conditions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF SELECTIVE
GROWTH

A. Growth method and conditions

The sequence for selective MBE growth of GaAs QWRs
used in this study is schematically shown in Figs. 1�a�–1�d�.
As a template for selective MBE growth, arrays of ��110�-
or ��1�12�-oriented mesa stripes shown in Fig. 1�a� are
formed on semi-insulating �001� or �111�B GaAs substrates.
Patterns are prepared by the standard electron beam lithog-
raphy and wet chemical etching.

Before loading into the MBE chamber, the patterned sub-
strate was cleaned by acetone and ethanol with ultrasonic
agitation, and then a light chemical etching was subsequently
applied in the atmosphere, using a Semicoclean �Furuuchi
Chemical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan� solution. After loading
into the MBE chamber, thermal cleaning was applied just
prior to growth at a substrate temperature of 640 °C and
under an arsenic pressure of 6�10−4 Pa, monitoring the re-
flective high energy electron diffraction patterns.

A typical material supply sequence is shown in Fig. 1�b�.
First, a GaAs buffer layer is grown on a patterned substrate
in order to prepare a growth template for subsequent selec-
tive growth. In our previous study,8 buffer growth on the
��110�-oriented mesa stripes on �001� substrates has led to a
GaAs ridge structure defined by top �113�A and side �111�A

facets, as shown in Fig. 1�c�. Then, an Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs/
Al0.3Ga0.7As sandwich layer is grown on the buffer template,
and this leads to the formation of embedded GaAs QWRs on
the top �113�A facets of an AlGaAs ridge structure with a
reduced lateral wire width, as shown on the right in Fig. 1�c�.
As for buffer growth on ��1�12�-oriented mesa stripes on
�111�B substrates,20 it has led to a GaAs mesa structure de-
fined by top �111�B and side �5–12� facets, as shown in Fig.
1�d�. Then, growth of an Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As
sandwich layer on this buffer template leads to formation of
embedded GaAs QWRs on the top �111�B facets of an Al-
GaAs mesa structure with a reduced lateral wire width, as
shown on the right in Fig. 1�d�.

In the present study, growth of wires was repeated on the
same patterned substrate in order to investigate evolution of
their complex cross-sectional features during growth. Large
mesa sizes were intentionally used so that a detailed cross-
sectional scanning electron microscopy �SEM� study could
be made, using a Hitachi S-4100 microscope. In addition to
the �001� and �111�B substrates, growth on patterns formed
on the specially purchased �113�A substrate was carried out
to clarify the growth behavior.

As the standard growth conditions, growth temperature
Tsub was set to be 640 °C for �001� and �113�A substrates and
700 °C for �111�B substrates. The growth rates of GaAs and
AlGaAs layers were kept to be 700 and 1000 nm/h, respec-
tively, in terms of the values for growth on a planar reference
substrate which was placed next to the patterned substrate.
The V/III ratio was set to be 30 for �001� and �113�A sub-
strates and 10 for �111�B substrates.

B. Wire cross-sections and facet boundaries

Growth experiments on �001� and �111�B-oriented pat-
terned substrates confirmed successful selective growth of
��110�- and ��1�12�-oriented quantum wire arrays whose
wire cross sections are shown in Figs. 1�c� and 1�d�, respec-
tively. To see how the wire width and position are deter-
mined, experiments of repeated wire growth on the same
patterned substrate were carried out. The resultant cross-
sectional SEM images of the samples grown on a �001� pat-
terned substrate and on a �111�B patterned substrate are
shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�, respectively. In both cases,
GaAs wires were selectively formed on the top facets of
AlGaAs ridge or mesa structures with reduced sizes.

Furthermore, repeated growth experiments revealed the
presence of boundaries separating the region grown on the
top facets and that grown on the side facets within the Al-
GaAs barrier layer as indicated by dashed lines in Figs. 2�a�
and 2�b�. These lines are called here as the facet boundaries
�FBs�. As for growth on the �001� substrate, these boundaries
are planes and the lateral wire width of QWRs, W, is deter-
mined by two facet boundary planes �FBPs� which form a
constant angle �b with respect to the flat �001� plane. It has
been found in previous experiments21 that these boundary
planes do not correspond to any particular crystalline facets
that are activated during the growth. In fact, they were found
to depend strongly on the growth temperature Tsub.

FIG. 1. Selective growth sequence used in this study. �a� Preparation of
patterned substrate, �b� material supply, �c� growth of the ��110�-oriented
GaAs wire, and �d� growth of the ��1�12�-oriented GaAs wire.
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On the other hand, the facet boundary is not planar for the
growth on the �111�B substrate, as seen in Fig. 2�b�. It is
clear that the angle of side facets of the mesa with respect to
the top facet �side decreases with the increase of the growth
time tg leading to a time-dependent FB angle �b�tg� as shown
in Fig. 2�b� by the dashed curve. This phenomenon became
more pronounced when the vertical height of mesa was re-
duced. It is obvious that these curved facet boundaries play
important roles in determining the width and height of the
wire for the growth on the �111�B substrate.

C. Growth on one-sided mesa steps

As shown in the previous section, evolution of the cross-
sectional structure of the QWR is very complicated. In order
to get further information on growth kinetics including evo-
lution of facet boundaries, we chose a simpler and more
basic structure, i.e., a one-sided mesa step. Step structures
were prepared not only on the �001� and �111�B substrates
but also on the �113�A substrate, and growth experiments
were carried out on these three structures. A ��110�-oriented
mesa step formed on a �113�A substrate has �111�A side fac-
ets similar to the case of mesa formed on a �001� substrate.

Therefore, such a plane is useful for the investigation on the
basic growth properties of the present ��110�-oriented wire
formed on the ridge structure having top �113�A facets and
side �111�A facets. To simulate the growth on the one-sided
mesa step, three kinds of wide-enough mesas including a
��110�-oriented mesa on a �001� substrate, a ��110�-
oriented mesa on a �113�A substrate, and a ��1�12�-
oriented mesa on �111�B substrate, were prepared.

Figures 3�a�–3�c� show the cross-sectional SEM images
of the samples after the repeated growth of AlGaAs�100 nm�/
GaAs�10 nm� layers on one-sided mesa steps formed on
�001�, �113�A, and �111�B substrates, respectively. In these
samples, GaAs layers were used as markers. As seen in Figs.
3�a�–3�c�, growth behavior on the substrate step is quite dif-
ferent among three kinds of substrates.

In the case of the growth on �001� patterned substrate, a
new �113�A facet appeared at the boundary of �111�A and
�001� facets of the initial step structure, and it quickly devel-
oped during the growth as seen in Fig. 3�a�. The likely
mechanism of this evolution is schematically shown in Fig.
3�d�. Namely, we assume that the growth rate on the �113�A
facet is much slower than that on the �001� facet of the initial
mesa, but slightly larger than that on the �111�A facet. We
also assume that growth rate on high index facets having
intermediate facet angles are much larger due to presence of
high density steps. Then, at the initial stage, growth on the
round portion at the boundary between the top �001� facet
and the side �111�A facet of the initial pattern quickly reveals
the �113�A facet as shown at the top of Fig. 3�d�, because the
growth rate has a local minimum at the point where the tan-
gent of growing surface agrees with that of the �113�A facet.
Surrounding points have much higher growth rates and grow
more quickly so that the round portion quickly evolves into a
�113�A facet. After appearance of the �113�A facet, it further
develops as schematically shown at the bottom of Fig. 3�d�,

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional SEM images of samples after repeated growth of
QWRs.: �a� ��110�-oriented wires on the �001� substrate and �b� ��1�12�-
oriented wires on the �111�B substrate. The dashed lines indicate the facet
boundaries.

FIG. 3. Cross-sectional SEM images of samples after repeated growth of
AlGaAs �100 nm�/GaAs �10 nm� on basic one-sided mesa: �a� ��110�-
oriented mesa on a �001� substrate; �b� ��110�-oriented mesa on �113�A
substrate, and �c� ��1�12�-oriented mesa on a �111�B substrate. �d� A likely
mechanism for evolution of the �113�A facet for growth on �001� substrate.
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reflecting the growth rate difference among �001�, �113�A,
and �111�A facets. Here, t001, t113A, and t111A show the verti-
cally grown thicknesses on each of the facets.

Another interesting point in Fig. 3�a� is that the region
grown on the top �001� plane is not flat, but nonplanar and
shows increased growth rates near the boundary with its ex-
ponential decay toward right. This is obviously caused by an
additional flux of adatoms from the neighboring side facet by
diffusion.

As for the samples grown on the �113�A and �111�B sub-
strates shown in Figs. 3�b� and 3�c�, the top of the mesa
remained almost planar and flat during repeated growth in
both cases, being different from the growth on the �001�
substrate. It seems to indicate that the surface diffusion
length of adatoms on these planes is much longer as com-
pared with that on the �001� plane. On the other hand, it was
found by closely observing Figs. 3�b� and 3�c� that the angle
of the side facet of the mesa �side decreases with growth time,
as indicated by the dashed lines. This indicates that the ma-
terial accumulation takes at the bottom corner of the initial
mesa step, and it causes a continuous change of the side facet
angle �side.

The values of the growth rate ratio ttop / tside measured on
��110�-oriented mesa step and ��1�12�-oriented mesa step
are plotted in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�, respectively, as a function
of side facet angle �side. As for the ��110�-oriented mesa, the
data was obtained from the sample grown on the �113�A
patterned substrate shown in Fig. 3�b�, because it was diffi-
cult to define the grown thickness of the sample grown on
the �001� patterned substrate due to the previously mentioned
variation of growth thickness near the boundary. Here, it
should be noted in Fig. 4�a� that the side facet angles on the
horizontal axis are those with respect to a �001� plane which
were converted from the measured values with respect to the
�113�A plane. As for the ��1�12�-oriented mesa, the growth
rate ratio was obtained on the samples grown on �111�B pat-
terned substrates, and the side facet angle �side was measured
with respect to the �111�B plane. The solid curves and the
right vertical axis shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� are explained
later.

As shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�, a high growth selectivity
on the top planes were obtained at the side facet angle of
�side=55° for the ��110�-oriented mesa and �side=51° for the
��1�12�-oriented mesa. These values correspond to the
�111�A facet and to the �5–12� facet, respectively. Then, the
values of ttop / tside decreased, as the value of �side decreased.
This relation gives important information on the kinetic
growth process on various facets.

III. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF SELECTIVE
GROWTH

A. Basic equations

The complex behavior of the evolution of cross-sectional
structures observed in the experiment is difficult to deal with
by a simple analytical treatment. Therefore, an attempt was
made here to reproduce the growth profile on the mesa struc-
ture by computer simulation based on a phenomenological
continuun model. Here, the growth process is described by a
diffusion equation with macroscopic parameters such as dif-
fusion constant and lifetime.

We have already carried out such a calculation previously
for the growth of the ��1�10�-oriented QWR on the �001�
substrate.19 In this modeling, the surface density of group III
adatoms n�x , tg� at the lateral position x and the growth time
tg is assumed to satisfy the following phenomenological
equation:

dn�x,tg�
dtg

= G cos � −
n�x,tg�
����

−
dJ�x,tg�

dx
, �1�

J�x,tg� = − D
n�x,tg�

kBT
grad�U� , �2�

where n�x , tg� is the adatom density, G is the vertically in-
coming molecular beam flux intensity, and J is the surface
diffusion flux intensity of adatoms. � is the slope angle de-
fined as the angle with respect to the substrate plane of the
tangent of the growing surface taken at the point x . ���� is
the lifetime of the adatom until it is incorporated into the

FIG. 4. Growth rate ratio, ttop / tside vs � determined from Fig. 3 for �a�
��110�-oriented wires and �b� ��1�12�-oriented wires. The solid curves
indicate the � dependence of ���� calculated using Eqs. �4a� and �4b� and
parameter values listed in Table I.
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crystal, and it is assumed to be a function of �. D and U are
the surface diffusion coefficient and the chemical potential of
adatoms on a facet, respectively. It should be noted that the
above equation is used not only for the planar growing sur-
faces, but also for the nonplanar growing surfaces. When the
surface becomes planar, � becomes the side facet angle �side

mentioned previously.
After the calculation of the adatom density n�x , tg� as a

function of growth time tg, the cross-sectional growth profile
is obtained by plotting the vertical growth thickness T�x , tg�,
which is represented by the following equation, as a function
of lateral position x and growth time tg:

T�x,tg� = �
0

tg n�x,t���

� cos �
dt , �3�

where � is the volume of the adatom. When there are more
than one species of group III adatoms as in the case of
growth of AlGaAs, Eq. �2� was solved separately for each
species, and each contribution was added together in calcu-
lating Eq. �3�.

In order to perform the calculation on a computer, values
of the various parameters were required. It is obvious that the
�-dependent surface lifetime ���� and the diffusion coeffi-
cient D of group III adatoms are two very important param-
eters which determine the evolution of growing surfaces.

B. Lifetime and diffusion constant

The lifetime of group III adatoms is expected to be more
strongly dependent on the step density on the growing sur-
face than on the difference in adatom species. Thus, it is
assumed here for simplicity that the surface lifetimes of Ga
adatoms and Al adatoms are the same. On the other hand, the
step density strongly depends on the surface slope � and thus
the � dependence of ���� cannot be ignored. In fact, it deter-
mines the growth selectivity between the neighboring facets.
In our previous work,19 we employed a piecewise linear form
for ���� as a first approximation. In this treatment, ���� had
local maxima at particular surface slope angles which corre-
spond to �001�, �113�A, and �111�A singular facets that ap-
peared in the growth of a ��110� -oriented wire on a �001�
substrate, and these maxima and assumed minima were con-
nected by straight line pieces. Although such a treatment
could reproduce the growth evolution rather well by suitable
selection of minima, it is rather arbitrary, and does not pro-
vide microscopic physical insights for growth

Therefore, we attempted in this study to determine the
slope angle dependence of the adatom lifetime by fitting the
following formulas by Ohtsuka and Suzuki14,15 to the experi-
mentally obtained side facet angle dependence of the growth
rate ratio shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�:

���� = �1 − �step�������sing� , �4a�

�step��� =
L0/�±

1 + �L0/�±�coth�����/2L0�
2L0

����
, �4b�

���� = d/tan�� − �sing� , �4c�

where �step��� is the probability of incorporation of adatoms
at the step edge on the growing surface with a slope angle �.
���sing� is the lifetime of adatoms on the singular facet with a
slope angle of �sing which appears during the selective
growth process. L0 is the diffusion length of adatoms on the
singular facet defined as L0= ����sing�D�1/2, using the diffu-
sion constant D. ���� is the width of the terrace of the step-
terrace structure on the growing surface with a slope angle �
deviating from �sing, and d is the step height. �± is a param-
eter related to the sticking coefficient at the step edge,15 and
the subscripts 	 correspond to the upward ��
�sing� and
downward steps ����sing�, respectively.

Equations �4a� and �4b� have been obtained by solving a
diffusion equation analytically on the terrace with a suitable
boundary condition at the step edge. The physics behind
these equations is simply the following. As the slope angle
deviates from �sing, steps appear on the growing surface, and
their density increases with increase of ��−�sing�. This then
enhances the incorporation rate at step edges, and effectively
reduces the lifetime.

As for the diffusion constant, we assumed that D has a
following strong Arrhenius-type dependence on the substrate
temperature Tsub during gowth:

D = D0 exp�− Ed/kTsub� , �5�

where Ed is the activation energy of surface diffusion of
adatoms.

In our previous papers,19,22 the values of D were deter-
mined from the repeated growth experiments at various
growth temperatures and the quantitative fitting of their
growth profiles. Based on these results, the values of D0

=4.0�1011 m2/s and Ed=4.3 eV were used for the growth
on the �001� substrate,19 and D0=1.6�10−6 m2/s and Ed

=1.2 eV were used for the growth on the �111�B substrate,22

respectively, in the following simulation.
The present Ed value of 4.3 eV obtained for the growth on

the �001� substrate is much larger than the value of 0.7 eV
reported by Hata et al.23 and 2.8 eV reported by Ohta et al.,24

but it is similar to the value of 4.0 eV reported by Van Hove
and Cohen.25 The difference in the value of Ed seems to be
due to the difference in the arsenic pressure used during
growth. This is because the diffusion length of adatoms be-
comes larger under lower arsenic pressure, as reported by
Shen et al.26 The V/III flux ratio used in this study was 30,
and this was much larger than the V/III ratio of 1 used in the
experiment by Ohta et al.23 On the other hand, Van Hove and
Cohen25 used a V/III ratio of 10. Thus, the present Ed of 4.3
eV seems to represent a value under a high arsenic pressure
condition.

In the calculations carried out in this study, we assumed
that the value of D remains the same on any facets that
appeared during growth on the mesa pattern. Furthermore, in
order to take account of the migration length difference in Ga
and Al atoms, we assumed that the value of D for Al atoms is
100 times smaller that that for Ga atoms, i.e., L0�Ga�
=10 L0�Al�, in the calculation.
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Finally, the dependences of lifetime calculated using Eqs.
�4a� and �4b� are shown by the solid curves in Fig. 4�a� and
4�b� in terms of the lifetime ratio given on the right vertical
axis. Here, the theory and experiments correlated each other
by assuming that the measured growth rate ratio corresponds
to the lifetime ratio. For the values of the lifetime on the
singular facets, we used the data obtained in our previous
study.19,22 Namely, for growth on the ��110�- oriented mesa
pattern on the �001� substrate, lifetimes on the �001�, �113�A,
and �111�A facets denoted as �001, �113A, and �111A, respec-
tively, were set to satisfy the relation of �001:�113A:�111A

=1:2.5:10 with �001=0.1 s. As for the growth on the
��1�12�-oriented mesa pattern on the �111�B substrate, life-
times on �111�B, �513�, and �5–12� facets denoted as �111B,
�513, and �5−12, respectively, were set as �111B :�512:�5−13

=1:0.9:2.5 with �111B=1.5 s. The diffusion length was cal-
culated from L0= ����sing�D�1/2, using the above-mentioned
values of lifetime and diffusion constant. For calculation of
����, we assumed the presence of monolayer steps on the
growing surface. The values of �± were used as the fitting
parameters.

The values of parameters used to generate solid curves
A–F in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� are summarized in Table I. These
parameter values were also used for actual calculation of
growth profiles explained in the next section. It is seen in
Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� that calculated curves can be fitted very
well to the measured growth rate ratio. Best fitting was ob-
tained on the combination of curves B and E in both cases of
growth.

IV. REPRODUCTION OF GROWTH EXPERIMENTS
BY SIMULATION

A. Growth profiles on one-sided mesa step

In order to see how well the present growth simulation
can reproduce the experimental results quantitatively, the
growth profiles on one-sided mesa were calculated first for
different slope angle dependences of the lifetime ���� shown

by the solid curves A–F in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�. Figures 5�a�
and 5�b� show the calculated growth profiles of AlGaAs
layer with a thickness of 500 nm on �001� and �111�B pat-
terned substrates, respectively, together with the experimen-
tally observed profiles shown at the bottom. The dashed lines
indicate the difference of growth profiles as obtained by sub-
tracting the experimental profile from the calculated one. It is
seen in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� that simulation can reproduce the
overall behavior of experimental profile surprisingly well.
By more detailed comparison, it is seen that change of the
���� curve shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� changes the calcu-
lated profiles especially around the region of facet bound-
aries. The calculation using the ���� curves with steep
change, such as the curve combination of C-E or B-F, re-
sulted in the growth thickness averaged around facet bound-
aries. On the other hand, use of ���� curves with moderate

TABLE I. Parameters used in the growth simulation.

Wire
orientation Facet � �deg.� �+ �m� �− �m� ���sing��s� D0 �m2/s� Ed �eV�

�1̄10� on �001�
substrate

�001� 0 5.0�10−4 - 0.1 4.0�1011 4.3
�113�A 25.2 � A: 3.0�10−4 0.25

B: 1.0�10−4

C: 2.0�10−5

�111�A 54.7 � D: 3.0�10−3 1.0
E: 1.5�10−3

F: 5.0�10−4

�1̄1̄2� on �111�B
substrate

�111�B 0 7.0�10−4 - 1.5 1.6�10−6 1.2
�513� 28.6 � A: 8.0�10−4 1.35

B: 3.0�10−4

C: 1.0�10−4

�51̄2� 50.8 � D: 2.5�10−3 3.75
E: 1.4�10−3

F: 5.0�10−4

FIG. 5. Calculated growth profiles of AlGaAs layer with 500 nm grown on
�a� ��110�-oriented mesa on a �001� substrate and �b� ��1�12�-oriented
mesa on a �111�B substrate. The dashed lines indicate the difference be-
tween the calculation and the experiment.
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change, such as the curve combination of A-E or B-D, re-
sulted in the large difference of the growth thickness between
the neighboring facets. As shown in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�, the
curve combination of B-E, which gave best fitting to the
measured growth rate ratio as shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�,
gave the best result in reproducing the experimental growth
profiles in both cases.

The growth profiles calculated on �001�, �113�A, and
�111�B mesa patterns are shown in Figs. 6�a�–6�c�, respec-
tively. As for ����, the curve combinations of B-E in Figs.
4�a� and 4�b� were used. For the growth on ��110�-oriented
mesa step formed on the �113�A substrate, the same ����
curve for growth on the �001� substrate was used. By com-
paring with the experimentally observed growth profiles
shown in Figs. 3�a�–3�c�, it is seen that the present growth
simulation reproduced very well for all the substrate orienta-
tions of the experimentally observed growth profiles includ-
ing the evolution of facet boundaries.

B. Wire growth and evolution of facet boundary

Using the above fitting parameters, ���� by curves B-E
and the diffusion constant D, the growth profiles of AlGaAs
layers on GaAs ridge or mesa structures were calculated for
the actual growth of QWR structures. Figures 7�a� and 7�b�
show the theoretical growth profiles calculated for the
growth on the ��110�-oriented mesa on the �001� substrate
and for the growth on ��1�12�-oriented mesa on the �111�B

FIG. 6. Calculated growth profiles of AlGaAs layers for �a� ��110�-oriented
mesa on a �001� substrate, �b� ��110�-oriented mesa on a �113�A substrate,
and �c� ��1�12�-oriented mesa on a �111�B substrate.

FIG. 7. Calculated growth profiles of �a� ��1�10�-oriented GaAs QWR
structures on the �001� substrate and �b� ��1�12�-oriented GaAs QWR
structures on the �111�B structures to be compared with experimental ones
shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�.
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substrate, respectively. Growth profiles very similar to ex-
perimental ones were obtained. The facet boundaries are
clearly seen in the simulation and they determine the lateral
width W of QWRs. Thus, formation of facet boundary planes
is a consequence of the difference of growth rates between
the neighboring facets caused by incorporation and lateral
diffusion of adatoms. The values of W obtained theoretically
are compared with the experimentally obtained values in Fig.
8. As for the ��110�-oriented wires, the lateral wire width
decreased linearly with the growth time of AlGaAs layers
supplied before the GaAs wire formation. On the other hand,
the width of ��1�12�-oriented wires did not change linearly
with the growth thickness. This is due to the difference in the
growth kinetics which strongly depends on crystalline facets.
As shown in Fig. 8, the theoretical width obtained by the
present simulation is in very good agreement with those ob-
tained by the experiments. These results indicate that the
lateral width of present QWRs can be kinetically controlled
by the growth conditions and the supply thickness of the
AlGaAs layer prior the start of wire growth. The present
simulation seems to be very powerful for precise control of
wire shape, width, and height.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, the mechanism of the cross-sectional evolu-
tion during the selective MBE growth of ��110�- and
��1�12�-oriented GaAs QWRs was studied both experi-
mentally and theoretically. From the detailed investigation on
the growth profiles, it was found that the lateral wire width is
determined by facet boundaries within AlGaAs layers. De-
tailed features of cross-sectional structures including evolu-
tion of facet boundaries could be well reproduced for growth
on �001�, �113�A, and �111�B substrates by a computer simu-
lation based on a phenomenological continuum growth

model where the slope angle dependence of lifetime of ada-
toms was duly taken into account both theoretically and ex-
perimentally. It is concluded that the lateral width of present
QWRs can be kinetically controlled by the growth conditions
and the supply thickness of AlGaAs layers. The present
simulation seems to be powerful for such purposes.
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